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4135
HIETASAARI
61°19,6´N 28°06,3´E
Seekartte Nr 205
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a harbor with a good dock on the south side of the island and it is easily
reachable also with large boats. Also the north side of the island is suitable for landing.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans, sauna.
SURROUNDINGS
The island is located on the route from Lappeenranta to Puumala and has beautiful
sandy beaches and clear water.
4119
ILKONSAARET
61°12,9´N 28°17,3´E
Chart Nr 204 (202)
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor can be approached from north or west side of the island and is reachable also
with large boats. NB! When approaching the harbor from north attention should be paid
on the rocks that are marked on the nautic chart.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
An island in the middle of open lake area with great beaches.
4100
KAITO
61°12,8´N 28°24,8´E
Seekartte Nr 204
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor has a sandy beach that is difficult to reach with large boats. However, the
bottom is steeper at the place where the fireplace is located. The harbor provides a good
shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful bay with a nice sandy beach.

4390
KOTKATSAARI
61°29,5´N 28°09,7´E
Chart Nr. 213
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located in the lagoon on the north side of the island. There is a dock in the
lagoon and also suitable for large boats. Also the cape on the west side of the lagoon is a
good place for landing. The north end of the island is open to northern winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.

SURROUNDINGS
A small lagoon with great evening sun on an island with sandy terrain and a pine tree
forest.
4145
LAAJAHIEKKA
61°22,6´N 28°05,7´E
Chart Nr 205
GRADE *****
HARBOR
The sandy beach is very shallow and therefore is not reachable with large boats.
However, on the far end of the beach the bottom is steeper. The shallows should be
noted when approaching the shore. The harbor provides a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
One of the best sandy beaches in Saimaa area with a beautiful landscape.
4380
LIEHTALANNIEMI
Museum farm
61°27,7´N 28°07,4´E
Chart Nr 213
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a dock in the harbor and it can be reached also with large boats. Boat rooute
with marks.
SERVICES
Toilets, trash cans, smoke sauna, info point.
SURROUNDINGS
Tradition Finnish farm scenery that can usually be found only in old movies.
4115
LISTINKI
62°12,7´N 28°20,2´E
Chart Nr 204
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a steep sandy beach on the west side of the island that is reachable also with
large boats. However, when approaching the shore from south or west attention needs to
be paid to the shallow. The harbor offers great protection from winds and is therefore
great for staying overnight.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans
SURROUNDINGS
A green island with great sandy beaches. A smaller island to the west offers great shelter
from winds.
4065
PULLIKAINEN
61°13,8´N 28°27,4´E
Chart Nr 202, 204
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the south coast of the island. The bottom is very steep and it is
therefore possible to reach the shore also with larger boats. The harbor is open to
southern winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans
SURROUNDINGS
A very beautiful destination in the middle of large open lake area. There is a great view to

the lake area from the top of the hill on the island, and to get the best picture of the island
it is recommendable to explore it by foot.
4045
PÄIHÄNIEMI
61°10,3´N 28°22,1´E
Chart Nr 201 (202)
GRADE ***
THE HARBOR
Because of the shallow water it is not possible to reach the shore with large boats without
a dingy. While approaching the shore attention needs to be paid to the rocks marked on
the nautical chart. The harbor is open to south winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
The island has a pine tree forest and a sandy beach over half a mile long.
4127
RASTINIEMI
61°16,9´N 28°07,0´E
Chart Nr 204
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the long sandy beach but cannot be reach on large boats
without a dingy. NB! The waves created by the ships passing by can be large.
SERVICES
Fireplace, Toilet, trash cans
SURROUNDINGS
Sandy ridge that gradually slopes to the water. Beautiful pine tree forest.
4140
RUUHONSAARET
61°21,1´N 28°06,6´E
Seekartte Nr 205
GRADE *****
HARBOUR
In the lagoon on the north side of the island there is a dock that is suitable for large
boats. The soft sandy bottom makes it possible to reach the shore also elsewhere is the
lagoon.
SERVICES
Sauna, fireplace, toilet, trash cans, pump out facilities.
SURROUNDINGS
Ruhansaaret is along the route from Lappeenranta to Puumala. The island has beautiful
beaches and clear water and attracts many visitors.
.
4400
SAHANLAHTI
61°34,5´N 28°09,1´E
Chart Nr 213
Guest harbour
GRADE **
THE HARBOR
There is a dock in the harbor and it can be reached also with large boats. Boat route with
marks.
SERVICES
Restaurant, sauna, shore power, drinkwater, grill shelter, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
Guest harbour in an old shaw mill mansion place.

4075
SASTAMOSAARI
61°35,7´N 28°33,4´E
Chart Nr 201 , 202, (203)
GRADE *****
HARBOR
The harbor is easily reachable and offers a good shelter from winds. There is a good dock
that makes landing also with large boats easy.
SERVICES
Sauna, grilling shelter, fireplace, toilet, trash cans, pump out facilities. The harbor is
suitable for people with reduced mobility.
SURROUNDINGS
A sheltered lagoon on an island with a sandy terrain in the middle of Lake Saimaa area.
4176
SOUKANNIEMI
61°25,8´N 28°02,6´E
Chart Nr 213
GRADE ****
HARBOUR
The harbor is on the south side of the sandy cape and also reachable with large boats.
The harbor is open to southern winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, firewood.
SURROUNDINGS
A small cape with soft sand and a ridge with pine tree forest.
4395
SUURI METIÄINEN
61°30,3´N 28°08,8´E
Chart Nr 213
GRADE ***
HARBOR
There is a small sandy beach on the island, but it is not reachable with large boats. The
harbor offers a good shelter from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace and firewood, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A small sandy beach with a nice view.

